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Chapter One 

Everyone wants a piece of Jay Brooke. That’s how you know you’ve made 

it in the shark eat shark world of City professionals. A sea of sharp suits where 

avarice is a virtue and the only god is money; where your fiercest competitor 

could be your closest colleague. But none of that mattered to Jay. The outsider 

was finally on the inside, and he was going up. The changing numbers at the top 

of the elevator told him that. He braced himself to run the gauntlet of the 32nd 

Floor, to the broom cupboard of an office which was home when he hit town. 

Today was the day when all that was going to change. Jay knew it, and so did 

everyone else on the 32nd floor.  

But in the City, even the hot-shots carry their own bags, and Jay was 

weighed down with the trappings of the true road warrior he was; his 

overnight case, his lap top, and the two plastic Duty Free bags he’d collected at 

Charlotte Airport. It was all he had needed for a fleeting forty-eight hour trip to 

the world of tobacco and cowboy boots. As the doors opened he secured the 

strap across his shoulder, took a deep breath, and prepared for the spotlight, 

for that strange cocktail of desire and envy familiar to the successful, and the 

beautiful, but new to Jay. 

“Hey, golden balls, no-one told you we moved your office up to the 

penthouse floor?”  Jay had only taken two steps from the elevator and he’d 

already been spotted.  “And anyone mentioned the big boys don’t carry their 

own bags?” 



“Hi Pete. Carrying my bags is all part of my exercise regime, what’s your 

excuse?”  Pete sidled up to walk alongside Jay. 

“Word is that today’s your big today. Sara Golding’s flown in from New 

York and you’re the only meeting in her diary.”   

“Might be other explanations why Sara’s here.  I’ve got my own reasons 

for coming in.” 

“Could that be a certain Louise Meadows? Because she’s camped herself 

in the office opposite yours.  Wearing the tightest pencil skirt you’ve even seen. 

I’d swear she’s gone commando to welcome you back. Just thought you’d want 

to know.” 

“Give me fifteen to sort myself out, then how about a coffee? We can pop 

out and you can bring me up to date with the latest office gossip.” 

“You still ok being seen socialising with the journeymen?” 

“Get out of here. I’ll see you in fifteen.”  The two men did a high five salute, 

before Jay shouldered his way through the final set of double doors that 

separated him from his sanctuary. 

Jay’s executive assistant, Emma, stood to greet him.  At twenty-three, she 

was seven years younger than Jay. They might have made a striking couple, Jay 

athletic and handsome, she attractive and willowy – and both single.  Like all 

the EA’s, Emma was as well turned out as the pre-madonnas who strutted the 

corridors, but today she had made an extra effort, Jay could see that, and her 

perfume filled his nostrils.  

“Well, well, well. The dashing pimpernel himself. And carrying his own 

bags too.” 

“That joke’s already been cracked.” Jay gave a glance at the office 

opposite. Louise Meadows was on the phone, her back to the door, with her 

high heels resting on the desk.   Jay passed Emma the two Duty Free bags. “Help 

yourself to whichever of these you like best, and offer the other to the girls.” 

“Goodee, presents.” Emma emptied the bags on her desk, and bit the end 

of her finger. “Now let me see, I’ll take the Belgian chocolates if it’s all the same 

to you.” Jay shrugged; he was glancing around the office to gauge who was 

doing the lifting out at a client, and who was on the subs bench. “You want me 

to pop in and go through things straight away?  Maybe you can tell me a little 



about what the great shaker and mover is up to.” 

Jay kept his own diary as much as he could. He reckoned that if time was 

his most important commodity, he was the one that needed to manage it. “I 

hope you’ve been a good girl and kept my day free?” 

“I’ve been fending off all comers. There is an army of people trying to get 

time with you. But the only thing that’s not movable is your meeting with Sara 

Golding this afternoon.” 

Emma had followed Jay into his Spartan office, which he was obliged to 

make available in his absence to whoever might need it. Which was mostly all 

of the time, as Jay hated coming in to the office, and only did it to play the game. 

The action was out at the client site. The office was for politics, and he hated 

playing politics.  “You got anything organised, other than Sara? Louise 

Meadows maybe?” Emma raised her eyebrows as she said it 

“Nothing special. Some guy is coming in to measure me for a suit at 

eleven.” 

“That’ll be Dave Coombs. He does all the Partners’ suits. I set that up.” 

“Now now, let’s not get ahead of ourselves. I’m not a Partner.” 

“That’s not what I’m hearing. The stonemason is on his way in with his 

chisel by all accounts. Anything other than the man from Saville Row?’ 

“I’ll be tied up from about twelve, a guy is delivering a car. And I expect I 

will be out for lunch.” 

“Sounds cool. There’s a whole stack of stuff waiting to be signed. You 

want me to use the stamp?” 

“Is it all internal dross?” 

“Mostly.” 

“Ok, stamp as much as you can. Anything that’s going to a client, let me 

see.” 

Over Emma’s shoulder Jay could see Louise Meadows was now looking 

across the corridor that separated the two offices.  She was sitting on the desk 

sideways on toward Jay. The same desk that she had first spread herself across 

after burning the midnight oil with Jay. As she caught his eye, she stuck out one 

leg, leant forward to her ankle, and made as if she were pulling on a stocking. 

“Ok Emma, sounds like we’re done. Things set up for this evening?” 



“All sorted master. I’ve booked the top floor of the Gherkin. Drinks on you, 

the Firm that is, until ten, and you need to be out by eleven.” 

Emma threw a disapproving glance across at Louise as she made her exit. 

The view of the secretarial team was that Louise was set on sleeping her way to 

the top. And that Jay, the new rough diamond on the block, was one more step 

on the ladder that led to the penthouse floor. 

Louise wasted no time filling the space that Emma vacated. She closed the 

door behind her, and made her way around to Jay’s side of the desk. 

“How’s the superstar doing today?  Sold any more big jobs this morning?” 

“If I do, you’ll be the first to know.” 

“If you are looking for someone to lead the Lucky Strike assignment, I 

might be able to free myself up.” 

The win at Lucky Strike was still the talk of the office. Jay had fought like a 

kick-boxer with the new business review board, the deal prevention police as 

Jay called them, to get approval to bid.  He ran his eyes over Louise like cold 

water. Other than she might shag the client, Jay was struggling to think what 

relevant skills and experience she could bring to the assignment. 

“I’m still shaping the work programme. But I’ll keep it in mind.” 

“You eating on the go today, or can I tie you down over lunch? I’ve got the 

rope ready in my handbag.”  Louise took Jay’s tie and slid it through her 

manicured hands. 

“Lunch sounds good. We can take a run out in the new motor.” 

“Wow, new wheels. You kept that a bit quite. Something special?” 

“You tell me when you see her.” 

“So you are celebrating before Sara anoints you this afternoon?” 

“Sara wants to go through the ledgers, that’s all.” 

“And she’s flown in specially from New York to do that? I don’t think so.” 

Pete stuck his head in the door.  

“Not interrupting anything am I?”  

Pete was one of Louise’s past conquests. That was when he was the new 

rising star, before he had found himself the fall guy for a ten million write-off 

on the work he was doing at a leading supermarket. The punishment for 

incurring any significant write-off was the axe, and ten million was more than 



significant. It was Jay that had intervened to save his friend. He helped Pete 

hide the loss, slipping most of it on to other client ledgers until they had spread 

the dirt sufficient to wash it through the client billing process. Pete escaped 

with a written warning.  But that was enough to send his star falling, and when 

that became clear, Louise dropped him with the same speed she had earlier 

done with her pantyhose. 

Pete and Jay settled into a corner of the coffee house on the Strand where 

much of BB&T’s gossip was shared, and some of its business was done. Pete 

carried himself with the languorous ease of the old Etonian he was, but today 

his face was lined with tension and he was anxious to talk. 

“Sara Golding is on my case. She’s been pulling files left, right and centre. 

And my last twelve months ledgers have all been up for review.” 

“They are always pulling ledgers for review. That doesn’t necessarily 

mean anything. Unless they found something in the first set of ledgers that is. 

Are the books clean?” 

“Clean as anyone else’s. A bit behind with some of the billing, that’s about 

it.” 

“Being behind with the billing is par for the course, all that will produce is 

an email telling you to bring it up to date.  What else is she digging into?” 

“Best I can tell she is going through all the shit lists the Firm produces 

looking for my name. It’s a witch-hunt. Like she’s trying to build a case against 

me.” 

“You can’t be sure she’s after you on that basis. There’s plenty other 

names on those lists. And she’ll need more than a catalogue of admin stuff you 

haven’t done. How are your numbers looking?” 

“Not good. The supermarket business put paid to last year, and I’m still 

trying to generate work to backfill the hole that was left in this year’s numbers, 

which all assumed steady state with the supermarket work.” 

“Do you have any air cover?” 

“Only you.” Pete looked at his friend with pleading in his eyes, as he might 

a judge, immediately before sentence was passed 

Jay sucked in through his teeth, in mock foreboding. “Worst case, you are 

heading for a bollocking and a bonus free Christmas. Unless you’ve done 



something that she can nail on you as gross incompetence or gross misconduct, 

she won’t get the support she needs to force you out. And she may be the new 

gorilla in town, but she can’t shoot someone on her own say so, not at your 

level.” 

“I wish I was that confident. Missing the bonus would be bad enough, but 

if it were more than that, then I am really in trouble. I’ve got a habit that’s 

costing a grand a week, and I’m mortgaged to the hilt. Wife’s spending it faster 

than I can earn it. And I know the market is not hiring right now.” 

Jay gave a furtive look around, and leant in closer. “Have you been 

snorting up at work, or at anything that might be deemed an extension of the 

workplace?” 

“No, never.” 

“So she can’t get you on that. Tell me to bog off if you like, but the habit is 

probably not helping you.  We’re paid to sell and to deliver what we sell, and 

we need to be right on top of our game. Which, for the last twelve months, and 

sorry to say it mate, but you haven’t been. And apart from the money the habit 

is costing, there’s everything that goes with it. So have you thought there might 

be a link between how much is going up your nose, and how little work you’ve 

been selling?” 

“I’m working on the habit, cutting it back and then cutting it out. But the 

stuff gets pushed my way as much as I look for it. It’s just gonna take a bit of 

time. And my worry is Sara’s not going to give me that time. Unless I can show 

some numbers on the board this quarter, then I reckon I am toast.” 

Jay could see where the conversation might be going.  “Listen Pete, I can 

have you claim an assist on the Lucky Strike win. That will help a bit. I can’t 

give you any of the sale, because the whole office knows you had fuck all to do 

with the win. But if you can get your shit together, I can give you one of the 

work-streams to run. I need someone to go out to Virginia to review the 

manufacturing operations. That will keep you away from your dealer and off 

Sara’s radar.  As long as you are busy delivering, even if you are not racking up 

the sales, you will be ok.” 

It was a second lifeline, and Jay knew Pete hardly deserved it. “But a third 

strike, and you’re on your own, you know that?”  



“Thanks buddy, I owe you.” 

Jay gave his friend a reassuring clasp on the shoulder. “Today might be 

my day in the sun Pete, but it won’t always be like that. So when I need a 

favour, expect me to come calling.” 

“Ok. I suppose you’d think I’m taking the piss if I ask you to give me a plug 

this afternoon when you get your gong?” 

Jay laughed. “The strategy is to get you out of Sara’s cross-hairs, not 

remind her of your existence. The best thing you can to do when you go back in, 

is book yourself on a flight across the pond, and stay there till you’ve got 

tobacco growing out your arse.” Jay drained his coffee. “Now let’s get back to 

work.” 

 

Back on the 32nd floor, Louise was waiting as Jay emerged from a brief 

stop in the restroom. “There’s someone waiting for you with a tape measure 

round their neck. So we’re too important now to go to the store like everyone 

else?” 

“It wasn’t my idea. Emma set it up. She says if she’s going to keep working 

for me then I need to do this sort of shit. It’s some sort of status badge amongst 

the EA’s apparently.” 

“Well, I thought I might come in and watch. Even do the inside leg 

measuring bit if you like?” 

“Appealing as that sounds, how about you sort out where we have lunch. 

Somewhere close where I can also park.” 

Jay ensured the suit measuring was quick and painless. He agreed to buy 

three to get the whole thing over as quickly as possible. He guessed, rightly, 

that the tailor would make haste as soon as such an unexpected order was in 

his hands, in case Jay had second thoughts. He and Louise took the service lift 

directly into the underground car park dedicated to Farringdon Court. In space 

243, his car was waiting. In respect of such a valued customer, someone too 

busy to visit the showroom, that had made the purchase blind over the phone, 

the dealer had sent two people along to make the handover. 

“It will take about forty-five minutes to go through everything, then there 

is just the paperwork,” said the man in the tie. 



Jay had a quick look around the Mercedes convertible. “Everything looks 

fine to me. If there’s anything I need to know, I’ll give you a call. Where do I 

sign?”   

It took a moment for Jay to work out how to get the hard-top down, and 

two minutes later he was cruising along the Embankment with the wind in his 

hair, and Louise’s hand between his thighs.  

“Better take it easy hot-shot, don’t want you losing your licence the day 

you get your new toy,” said Louise, as the speedo registered fifty-five.” Jay let 

the pedal ease back. The adrenaline was coursing through his veins. He was 

living the dream. It was just the way he imagined it would be; how he had 

written it would be years before when he had set out his personal mission 

statement. The convertible sports car and the status symbol blonde in the 

passenger seat.  This afternoon he would get the news that would fill in the 

other parts of his vision. A dedicated office close to the lifts and overlooking the 

river. An EA all to himself, Emma if he could swing it. 

Jay spotted an available space close to the floating restaurant, which 

Louise had selected. He knew prime spaces like this came and went in the blink 

of an indicator light; he turned across the oncoming traffic. As horns blared he 

shot into the slot frontwards, mounting the pavement and catching the low-

slung underside on the kerb. This car would never merit the label “one careful 

owner,” that was for sure.  

The two sat on the top deck of the boat that never moved, enjoying the 

warm summer sunshine.  

“So when are you going to make an honest girl of me?” Louise was not the 

kind of woman to just bat her eyes and wait for the question to be popped. She 

saw what she wanted, and she went for it. Or at least that’s how Jay saw it. 

 “Well hot-shot, what are you waiting for? The Firm doesn’t like Partners 

who are free and single. You are going to have to have someone on your arm at 

all these posh functions you’ll be attending, all those Partner meetings in exotic 

faraway places. Or else the other Partners won’t like it. They’ll be too worried 

that you might be after their wives.” 

“If that was a proposal Louise, I reckon it must rank up there amongst the 

most romantic of all time. Maybe they should just allocate you a wife when they 



elect you to Partnership?” 

“I’m not going to wait forever you know, not even for the biggest swinging 

dick in town. Speaking of which, follow me.” Louise grabbed Jay by the hand 

and gave it a tug. “Come, on, we need to get back.”  

Louise stopped at the washrooms. Without any ceremony, she opened the 

door marked Disabled, grabbed Jay by the tie, and pulled him in after her. As 

she had done the first time they had sex, Louise made all the running.  Foreplay 

didn’t come into it. It was straight down to business. And business normally 

started with Louise going straight down to her knees. 

Louise pulled the belt loose and Jay’s trousers were round his ankles 

before he had time to ask whether the door was locked. Her hand went into 

Jay’s boxers. “You not been eating enough meat lately?” enquired Louise, 

signaling disappointment that Jay was not fully ready to go on demand. She 

dropped to her knees as Jay endeavored to reach behind and check the status 

of the lock. The task proved beyond him, and he was forced to move himself 

backwards to lean against the door, obliging Louise to follow his movements, 

but like she was auditioning to play the seven dwarfs, except with Jay’s 

equipment where the microphone would be. 

The protein substitute successfully worked its magic, and Louise moved 

to act two. She worked her panties down her legs with one hand, as she held 

tight on to Jay with the other. Moving backwards, she arrived at the sink. The 

idea of mounting someone eight inches taller in a single movement while he 

was standing seemed more appealing than the reality of the maneuver. Louise 

settled for first securing her backside on the sink long enough to get Jay where 

she needed him to be. Louise’s legs were now horizontal, either side of Jay’s 

lower hips. From there, Louise expertly directed matters until Jay’s member 

was anchored inside her. At this point she thrust herself forward, her arms 

around Jay’s neck, trusting that his hands would take over the supporting role 

of the sink. 

It seemed to Jay that Louise got more out of it than he put in to it. There 

was a lot of grunting and thrusting, almost all of it coming from Louise.  

“Everything ok in there?” The unexpected words of concern from the 

other side of the door were sufficient reason for Jay to conclude that matters 



inside should be brought to a halt. Louise had other ideas. 

“Fuck off.” Louise delivered the message in the high-pitched clarity of the 

assertive American woman, and with such ferocity, that only the most upright 

of citizens or the most prudish of staff was likely to ignore it.  Jay was 

impressed with such presence of mind in the throws of orgasm. 

The “yes, yes, yes,” when it did come, just as Jay himself reached the 

summit, was he thought suspiciously on cue. But if Louise had gotten what she 

wanted, which may not have been an orgasm, then who was Jay to question 

what constituted pleasure for a simple girl from Malibu. 

 

Jay was running late when he arrived back at the office. 

“A present for you.” He handed the bouquet of flowers that the dealer had 

left on the back seat to Emma. “Sara’s office called yet?” 

“No, you are lucky. I just popped down to check. She’s still running late.” 

Emma followed Jay into his office as he grabbed his papers. “Any chance I could 

get a look at this hot motor? Or do I need to sleep with you first?” 

Jay smiled. Attractive and available as Emma was, relationships with EA’s 

was a sure way to complicate your career at BB&T, and in some past cases had 

been enough to terminate it. 

“Sure. Maybe I can run you over to the Gherkin tonight?” 

“I’ve already arranged a taxi over. Maybe you can run me back after.” 

“I’m hoping not to be sober by then. But next time I’m in the office. I need 

to dash.” 

“You may want to do up your fly first?  We don’t want you frightening 

Sara.” 

Jay looked down and blushed a little. Emma must have eyes like a laser to 

have spotted his zip was half down. He wondered if Louise had noticed, but 

said nothing. Come to think of it, thought Jay, it was Louise who had made the 

final sartorial adjustment to his zipper. 

 

Sara Golding, Jay’s new boss, was a woman who believed in process above 

contribution. On arriving in London she had taken an immediate dislike to Jay 

and his cavalier style. Jay’s tendency to ignore all internal administrative 



directives, which distracted him from his client work, aggravated her mood 

further.   

Jay arrived at Sara’s office armed with his client ledgers. He expected that 

Sara’s stated reason for the meeting was a cover to keep an element of surprise 

to the news. But if not, the ledgers were in good shape, Jay was confident of 

that. The latest quarter’s profitability results showed Jay as the top contributor 

on Sara’s staff group, and his profit contribution year to date ranked number 

one in the entire UK Firm.  If Sara wanted to kick his arse for admin failings, 

that was ok with Jay. As far as performance was concerned, Jay had determined 

that he was not going to crow; but nevertheless, he would get the message 

across, that maverick as he may be, he got results.  And the Firm was in the 

results business.   

 As was Sara’s habit, she had instructed her PA Wendy to tell Jay to take a 

seat until she was ready.  Jay was popular with all the PA group. On his 

occasional trips in to the office he always made time for some banter, and as 

today, often had some small gift with him.  

 “She seems to be in an unusually good mood today Jay,” offered Wendy 

with a smile.  The latest rumour doing the rounds was that Jay had slept with 

Louise Meadows on an executive training course, and that Louise had boasted 

of Jay licking champagne off her naked body as they had cavorted together in 

Jay’s hotel suite.   

“Can I get you a coffee while you are waiting Jay, or would you prefer 

champagne?” 

Jay failed to make the connection with the night in the hotel, maybe 

because the rumour owed most to the mischievous imagination of the PA staff 

group. 

“I guess the quarterly results are pretty good, but coffee will be fine for 

now. But there’s always later.” As Wendy went for the coffee Jay grabbed a seat, 

and took in the scene through the smoked glass partition. Jay’s phone was 

switched to silent, but he felt the vibration and checked the screen. It was just 

one more text wishing him well, this time from Emma. “Pinky fingers and toes 

crossed for you boss, knock ‘em dead;)” was on the screen.  

The meeting with George Chivers, head of Human Resources, was 



overrunning.  But if he were to be anointed, it made sense for George to be 

present, to run Jay through the mechanics of entering the world of 

stratospheric rewards and unlimited personal liability. Jay strummed his 

fingers as he waited, too nervous to seek sanctuary in his phone. On another 

day Jay might have given Wendy an ultimatum; his time was as valuable to him 

as Sara’s was to her. But today was not the day for those sorts of heroics. When 

Sara rose from her seat and moved towards the door, Jay was surprised to 

notice the trickle of perspiration run from his armpit.  But he took reassurance 

that George remained in his seat.  

“Sorry to keep you Jay, do come in, I think you know George”.  George rose 

to welcome Jay with a handshake as cold and limp as a dead goldfish. 

Sara opened the meeting before Jay was seated. “Jay, I know we are all 

busy, so I will come straight to the point.  We’ve got some important matters to 

discuss, which I’m sure will be no surprise to a sharp cookie like yourself. I 

don’t fly in from the big apple without good cause. But before all that, George 

and the payroll team have brought to my attention some unusual aspects to 

your recent expense claims.  Nothing that can’t be explained I am sure, and 

then we can all get on with more pressing matters.”   With that, Sara looked 

towards George to carry on where she left off. 

Jay knew there wasn’t an executive in BB&T whose expenses were whiter 

than a toilet bowl, and his were no different. His mind was racing as fast as his 

alarm bells were ringing. He decided he needed to pre-empt further discussion 

till he was better prepared. 

“Sorry Sara, you’ve somewhat caught me on the hop. I understood this 

meeting was to review the client ledgers, if it’s about anything else then we 

need to rearrange so that I have all the information I need with me.” 

“No need for that. We are here to discuss the ledgers. And the first item on 

the agenda is the expenses that have been charged to the ledger, specifically 

your expenses. When we’ve covered that, which I expect will only take a few 

minutes, then we can move onto the main business.” 

“Sara, if we are going to look at personal expenses I need to consult with 

my assignment controller, she manages the submission of all the expenses on 

the engagement.”   



“George just has a few questions, that’s all.  Questions which only you can 

really answer, because it is you who actually signs off your expenses.” 

Jay could feel his stomach tightening at where the conversation was 

going, and the black seriousness of George’s expression. 

“Sara, like you I am far too busy to fill out expenses forms, I simply hand 

receipts to my EA, I don’t even review them, I just sign them like I sign 

everything else she puts on my desk for signature.”  Jay hadn’t reviewed or 

signed his expenses in over a year. The signature stamp, which Jay had asked 

Emma to procure, flashed in front of his eyes. Allowing EA’s to use a signature 

stamp was a no-no. And anyway, using it as an explanation would implicate 

Emma in whatever he was supposedly to have done wrong.   

George opened a folder.  “Jay, you are based in London and your main 

client is in Stockholm. Over the last six months you have submitted twenty five 

receipts from various establishments in and around St Albans, which is I 

believe where you lived until recently.”  George paused and looked at Jay, but 

Jay knew better to launch into any explanation until George revealed more of 

his hand. “Obviously I’m not going to go through them receipt by receipt, but 

they include local taxi fares, restaurant bills, that sort of thing.  And when I say 

twenty five receipts, we have excluded over thirty which we have deemed 

could, conceivably, be business related.” 

“I’m not in a position right now to comment on every receipt I’ve ever 

submitted. What is this anyway Sara? If it’s some sort of investigation I think I 

need to be properly prepared, have a witness with me, that sort of thing.” 

“Jay, an investigation is what I am trying to avoid. So it’s better to hear 

George out now, then you and I can resolve this privately, I’m sure.”  Jay 

decided to sit tight and leave George to discharge all his ammunition. 

“OK, but don’t expect any answers right now, but I’m prepared to listen.” 

“Thank you,” responded Sara without indicating any appreciation for Jay’s 

kind concession, “Carry on George.”  

“Over the last eighteen months you have submitted a number of receipts 

from Park Circus Promotions in Milton Keynes. Could you explain what these 

are for?" 

Jay could not remember ever being in Milton Keynes, and Park Circus 



Promotions did not sound familiar.  

“You will need to give me some more details. How many receipts are we 

talking about, and how are they coded?” 

“Sixty eight receipts in total. All coded to food and beverage, all hand-

written, and with no time or date, other than the date that you have put on 

them.” 

Or Emma has put on them thought Jay. Jay had now figured out who Park 

Circus Promotions was, but had George?  Jay stayed silent. Forcing George to 

disclose more of the case against the accused. 

“If it helps your memory, none of the receipts is less than two hundred 

pounds, many are over one thousand pounds, and there is one for six thousand 

pounds.” 

Again Jay kept silent. 

“On investigation, it turns out that Park Circus trades under the name of 

the Leopard Skin Club. I understand it is an establishment in Soho where young 

ladies take off their clothes for money, and offer additional services in private 

booths upstairs.” 

“Sounds like you know it well,” said Jay.  “Part of my job is to entertain 

clients, and if the guys from Stockholm or Lucky Strike want to go to a 

Gentleman’s Club, then I need to look after them there. All the receipts have 

VAT numbers, that’s all you need to know.” 

“I’m afraid it’s not all we need to know. Whether the expense has been 

incurred is one thing, whether it is an admissible expense is another.” 

George pulled a paper from his file. “I have here a management directive 

issued to all executives last December regarding Firm Policy 307 on the subject 

of client entertaining. Your name is on the distribution. The directive is crystal 

clear that use of Gentlemen’s Clubs is counter to the Firm’s ethical principles, 

and in breach of our policies on diversity and respect of women; use of these 

clubs for client purposes is itself a disciplinary matter. Your expenses at the 

Leopard Skin Club were inadmissible and you knew that.” 

There was a lot more Jay knew too. That half the Partners in Farringdon 

Court, including some of the female ones, at one time or another used strip 

joints and worse.  



Sara didn’t give time for Jay to dwell on that possible defence. “I think 

we’ve covered the Leopard Club, can we move on George.” 

For the next ten minutes George recounted a selection of Jay’s expenses, 

pausing for effect when disclosing those that seemed indefensible, and looking 

towards Sara with a look of  “and you won’t believe the next one.” 

Occasionally, Sara, an apparently enquiring look on her face, would 

interject to reinforce the atmosphere of incredulity. 

“Eight hundred and seventy pounds on clothing at Smartman, Jay?”  

Jay couldn’t recall the expense. 

“I’d need to check what that was for.” 

“We are talking a large expense here, I think you must have some 

recollection. You submitted it just three weeks ago.” 

Jay felt cornered.  

“It might have been a suit,” said Jay, again breaking his right to remain 

silent. 

“A suit?” continued Sara, “I didn’t realise you could get a suit that 

expensive at Smartman. I guess they must have gone upmarket.   But why is 

that a legitimate expense?” 

“I slipped outside the office, and ruined my suit.” 

 “And what has that to do with BB&T?” 

Jay decided to try going on the offensive. “It was on ice, ice that BB&T 

should have cleared away. Damn near broke my elbow. The Firm’s fucking 

lucky I didn’t sue.” 

“But the receipt is dated May,” pointed out George. “Not much snow in 

London that time of year.  And there are also the clothing receipts from 

Mauritius in December last year. I guess you were swamped by a Tsunami?” 

“That’s enough George,” said Sara, seeming concerned that Jay would 

seize on this provocation to call a halt. 

“I took the client to Mauritius because he wanted to see one of our 

offshore delivery centres. It wasn’t my decision to put it in the middle of the 

Indian Ocean.” 

“But you stayed ten days,” continued George,  “and according to your time 

report, none of that period is booked to vacation.” 



Cross-referencing expenses to time reports was a non-trivial exercise. It 

was now clear to Jay that Sara was on a mission to nail him. 

“If you’d ever worked a billable hour instead of pushing paper,” said Jay, 

“you might understand how we make money in this business. Any time spent 

with a client is time well spent.” He turned his fire on Sara. It was time to 

remind his boss of his value to her. “And if anyone else on your staff group had 

what it takes to get a client to spend ten days with them in Mauritius, they 

might be selling like I’m selling.” 

  Sara passed on the opportunity to stroke the ego of her top seller. 

Instead, he felt the pitiful look of empathy fall upon him. 

“Jay, this is not about a receipt here or a receipt there.  I want to put this 

behind us as quickly and as painlessly as we can.  The problem I have, the 

problem I need you to help me with, is that in the last two years we have 

identified over ninety thousand pounds of expenses which are to say the least 

questionable, and there are some very big ticket items in there. “Fifteen 

thousand on Yacht hire for example?” 

“That was a team recognition day, I’m allowed to recognise the team I 

believe.” 

“No one is challenging the principle. It is the amount. Employee 

entertaining in excess of two thousand pounds requires Partner approval. You, 

Jay, are an employee. You had no authority to use the Firm’s money in this 

way.” 

As Jay saw it there was always some bean counter in BB&T ready to say 

no. Experience had taught him that it was easier to ask forgiveness than seek 

permission. 

“It was the team working in Stockholm, the expense went through to the 

client. It cost the Firm nothing.” 

“I’m afraid Jay,” said Sara, “that compounds the seriousness. Unless you 

can show you have approval from the client for such extravagance.” 

“Has the client lodged a complaint?  Half the people on the boat were 

client side.” 

Sara ignored the question. “And there is also flights for nearly twenty 

thousand pounds, including two business class return flights to, to, to where 



was it George?” 

“Mauritius.” 

“I already explained that.” 

Sara continued on as the remorseless prosecutor. 

“And I’m excluding some frankly horrendous restaurant bills.”  But Sara 

nevertheless threw in a couple of examples. Putting on her glasses she looked 

down at a memo in front of her. “Six thousand pounds at Gordon Ramsey’s in 

Claridge’s for four people, three thousand five hundred for six people at the 

Waterside Inn, I don’t want to go on”. A comment, which Jay guessed, meant 

she had exhausted the list of  horrendous restaurant bills. 

Jay sought a way out.  “Look, maybe I have over-stepped the mark once or 

twice, but I’m sure they are all genuine mistakes. I will happily go through 

George’s list, and if I’ve claimed for anything that, on reflection, I cannot hand 

on heart justify, then I will be the first to acknowledge it. And I will reimburse 

the Firm in full if need be.  If that is what is required,” added Jay, feeling he was 

perhaps making a concession too far. 

“If it were my decision,” said Sara, that’s how I would suggest we handle 

this. But the timing is not good. Last week we dismissed a girl in the typing pool 

over a matter of one hundred and twenty pounds, and we suspended a security 

guard last month for pilfering from the stationery cupboard.” 

“So what are you proposing?” asked Jay, now fearing the worst. 

“Let me assure you, no one has jumped to any conclusions on this, the 

Firm believes it’s important that we have all the facts first; that in a case like 

this you have the opportunity to explain yourself.” 

“Sounds like you’ve done a pretty thorough job arriving at conclusions 

before giving me any opportunity to explain myself.  I think even in the Spanish 

Inquisition they allowed a defence.”  

Sara ignored Jay’s sarcasm. “What action is taken is not my decision,” 

argued Sara, though Jay knew full well his fate was within her gift. “The matter 

is out of my hands, all I can do is seek to influence the process as positively as I 

can, to help you as much as I can.” 

“And this meeting is an indication of your idea of being positive and 

helpful is it? Hauling me in here on a pretext, with your gimp from Human 



Remains at your elbow?” 

“Jay, I am doing my best for you, and will continue to do my best for you. 

But you need to understand we are talking about a possible, and no one has 

drawn any conclusions yet, a possible case of gross misconduct; there has even 

been a suggestion that the police should be involved.”   

Jay knew that the likelihood of BB&T involving the police in a matter of 

expense irregularities with client implications was about as likely as the Firm 

publishing its annual accounts in a tabloid newspaper. And Jay was confident 

that he might have ridden roughshod over every expense Policy BB&T had, but 

he knew he hadn’t committed any crime. But nevertheless Sara Golding was   

seeking to set some expectations. 

“Cut the crap Sara, just tell me what happens now.” 

What was to happen to Jay had been decided before he entered Sara’s 

office. Human Resources was insistent that instant dismissal was the only 

appropriate option. It was gross misconduct under the Firm’s policies, and 

dismissal was the stipulated sanction. “Blatant fraud” was how George had 

characterised it, overlooking the many dodgy receipts he had submitted to the 

Firm. 

  Human Resources, notionally in existence to ensure the Firm was 

respectful of its duty of care to its employees, seemed to like nothing more than 

the scent of blood. And the more senior the blood, the more strident they 

became in their call for penalties.  Everyone must be treated equally, from the 

lowest in the janitor’s room to the highest on the executive floor. 

Sara had discussed her options with the senior UK Partner and his Chief 

of Staff. The sentiment was that Jay should be shown clemency, and given a 

written warning. It was, after all,  a matter of only ninety thousand pounds or 

so. The important thing, the senior Partner had argued, was how Jay reacted. If 

he saw the error of his ways and was contrite, then he would support leniency. 

If Jay showed no remorse, then the Firm’s policy should be enforced to the 

letter. In other words, it was Sara’s decision. 

In considering her options Sara first considered her interests. Jay was a 

high performer, but she was confident that his client account was sufficiently 

stable that he was far from indispensable. There would be no short-term 



impact on her sector profitability due to Jay’s departure.  Equally, Jay had 

presented a rare opportunity for Sara to establish her no-nonsense, ball 

breaker, reputation by claiming a major scalp. And taking Jay down would be a 

huge trophy for her cabinet. It would demonstrate beyond question that she 

was the new big swinging dick around BB&T’s London practice.   

Ironically, the decisive factor in Sara’s thinking was the unexpected win at 

Lucky Strike. For her own advancement Sara needed a client, and the larger 

and more profitable the client the better. With Jay out of the way, the Lucky 

Strike account would be hers for the taking.   

“Jay, you can trust me to do the best I can for you, but as of now I have to 

tell you that you are being suspended, on full pay of course, pending further 

investigation. I’m sorry, it’s not what I want to do, but you have left the Firm 

with no other option.  You may return to your office to collect anything you 

need right now, but there is no need to clear your office. If you could leave your 

Pass at Security on the way out that would be helpful.” 

With that Sara rose and moved to the door, opening it to encourage Jay’s 

immediate exit.  “George will be following up with you. If we don’t speak again, 

then I wish you the very best.”  As Jay left Sara’s office Wendy had a concerned 

look. 

“I guess the champagne will have to wait”, was all she could offer. 

 

Sara, her face flushed with the scent of victory, moved to conclude 

matters with George, who wore the expression of an undertaker, aggrieved at 

the sad task ahead. “Summary dismissal was never an option.  He would be 

sure to appeal, and might even take it to a Tribunal.” 

“But it is a cast iron case.” 

“Is it? What you have established is that Brooke has been out of control, 

acting like he’s already a Partner, breaking all the rules and ignoring the 

Expenses policy. And in the case of this Leopard Skin outfit, we have him on a 

number of counts, several of which are technically gross misconduct. But we do 

not fire people on technicalities. What we don’t have is any evidence he’s been 

lining his own pockets. If this went to an appeal, it would be messy.  An 

operator like Brooke would have the Appeal Board squirming at their own 



hypocrisy and double standards faster than you could write out a sick note.  

And as for a Tribunal, you know that the Firm is nothing without its reputation. 

Whatever the rights and wrongs, there’s no way that the Firm would take this 

public, and Brooke knows that.” 

“But he has to pay back the expenses, right?” 

“And we do what with them? Take them in a sack to Stockholm and tell 

the client we’ve been overcharging him by five thousand a month for two 

years?  Most of it on hookers for their management team? Forget it George, you 

know better than that.” 

“So how long is he suspended for?”  George was concerned that having 

cornered their prey, the Firm were standing back from making the kill.  But if 

the Firm might have been, Sara Golding was not. 

“Permanently, George, permanently.  You agree the deal. I’m ok with an 

honourable discharge, but the arsehole has to submit his resignation within the 

week.  Pay him what we owe him plus his full notice; a bit more if you need to. 

But don’t come back into this office till you’ve got his signed resignation letter 

in your hand.” 

 

Jay was almost at the revolving doors that led out to the Strand when Pete 

caught up with him, grabbing his arm. “What the hell’s going on Jay?  Emma is 

in your office bawling her eyes out?” 

Jay was still white with shock.  A mixture of anger, defeat and despair 

etched in every line on his face. “I can’t tell you, not yet.” 

“The hell you can’t. If it’s something you can trust Emma with, then you 

can trust me. You know that.” 

Jay put his hand on his friends shoulder. “I’ve got some good news for 

you. Golding is off your case. In fact she was never on it.  You and me are on the 

same ledgers. It was all a smokescreen to get me. And she’s got me. Used my 

expenses to do it.” 

“Bullshit.  You ain't no crook Jay.” 

“Get real Pete, this is the City. Survival of the shittiest and all that.” 

Jay pulled out his car keys and tossed them in the air for Pete to catch. 

“My new toy is in the car park. It’s yours for the next week, I won’t be needing 



it.  Louise can show you where it is.  Something tells me she’ll be knocking on 

your door again anyway. You look after yourself, because no-one else in here 

will, that’s for sure.” 

Jay turned and went through the revolving doors, knowing it was for the 

last time. 
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Chapter One 
 

Grasping hands tore at Isobel’s clothing and scraped her skin as she forced 

her way forward. She swung round to face the seething pack, the speed of her 

movement causing her handbag — too oversized, too glittering for these dusty 

lanes — to sweep with her in a defensive arc. 

“Go away, allez, allez!” she shouted, trying to sound authoritative as the 

street urchins began to melt away.  

Free from the pressing bodies, she wove deeper and deeper into the 

labyrinth of endless, identical alleyways, slipping between the sacks and the stalls 

with a serpentine ease that masked her increasing panic. She felt as if every eye 

were upon her, eyes shrouded by swathes of headgear or set within sun-dried 

faces, all disapproving, some accusing. Every turn revealed idle and cocky gangs of 

youths who straddled their cycles, observing her distress with knowing smirks. 

Isobel looked for an opening, any way out that might lead her back to the 

square and return her to some kind of safety and normality. But every likely exit 

from this terrible maze was blocked with the knee-high beggars who had followed 

the scent of her like sharks, ever since she had taken pity on a tiny girl who, with 

swimming eyes, had pleaded for a dirham. But as they closed in to encircle her, 

there were no more pleas, only orders.  

“You give dirhams!” they called at her, chanting their demand like a mantra.  

“Yes, dirhams!” she cried in a sudden and reckless change of tack. “Dirhams 

for whoever can show me the way back to the square.” 

She pulled a single note from her purse and waved it before the outstretched 

hands. But the sight of money only fed the frenzy and the chorus of orphaned 

voices grew louder and more demanding, as ragged forms crashed against her legs 

and threatened to topple her with their combined force. 

A barking voice cut through the chaos around her and her pursuers leapt 

back as if scalded. The sound of a wicker cane smacking against flesh was followed 



by shrieks of pain and the startled waifs scattered like stray cats. Isobel turned 

towards her saviour, overwhelmed with gratitude and close to tears. She guessed 

he was in his mid-forties, unmistakably Arabic, clean-shaven, and smartly dressed 

in Western clothes, his polo sporting one of the many designer labels that seemed 

to adorn even the cheapest t-shirts. 

“They mean no harm, the children,” said the man. “Do not think badly of 

them, perhaps they already saw you were a kind woman? The children, they see it 

in the face, if you are kind. So you must be very kind to attract so many children.” 

“Thank you,” said Isobel, her racing pulse beginning to slow, “but I think it 

was the few coins I gave a little girl for sweets that was my mistake.” 

“A mistake perhaps, but also the sign of a good heart, no?” 

Isobel smiled at the compliment. 

“You wish to go to the square I think?” asked the man. 

“Yes, yes, I do. Is it near?” 

“If you know where it is, it is near, if not…” the man shrugged, “if not it can be 

very, very far. Perhaps you will let me show you the way. No one will bother you if 

you are not alone.” 

Isabel hesitated. “If you are sure you don’t mind. I said I would meet my 

husband there.” 

The man motioned toward the space behind the open shutters. 

“Please, wait inside for a few moments. I must get my son for he will mind the 

store. Please, this way, just a few moments.” 

Isobel idly perused the wares as she waited. Her appetite for shopping, if she 

ever had one, was exhausted. The glimmering trinkets in her bags were useless 

trifles, bought to justify her headstrong decision to come to the souk alone, a 

means to make her point to Peter when she returned. She checked her watch. It 

was clear that “a few moments” meant something other than what the words 

implied. Still, this was Marrakech, where life still seemed to follow the movement 

of the sun rather than the hands of the clock. She brushed her fingers along the 

reams of intricately adorned fabric with their brilliant shades of orange and blue, 

savouring the space around her and revelling in the silence broken only by the 

whining of moths around the turquoise lamp suspended from the ceiling. 



Isobel noticed the lengthening shadows, and looked again at her wrist. There 

was a limit to how long a good deed could be considered a debt. She put aside the 

cloth she was admiring; she would just have to make her own way to the square. 

She was confident that her journey from the square had been upward, so the way 

back must be downward. As she pulled down her sunglasses like a visor to signal 

that no eye contact would be entertained, the silence was ruptured by the man’s 

voice, he had returned — a twenty-year-old version of himself in tow. 

“I am sorry to keep you, kind lady, but my son, he must close his shop, and 

before he can close it he must put away his fruit. This is my son, Sharif, and I am 

Ali.”  

Isobel turned to the young man. Putting away his fruit must also have 

involved boiling the kettle, as he carried a silver tray with a long, curve-spouted 

silver pot, and three glasses hardly bigger than egg cups. 

“Please let me offer you a refreshment,” said the older man, “it is our 

tradition and you are an honoured guest.” 

Sharif was dressed similarly to his father, except where the older man’s shirt 

bore the emblem of a crocodile, his son’s bore that of a prancing horse. 

“You are in Marrakech for holiday?” asked Ali, who was clearly the talker of 

the two.  

“Just the weekend.” 

“So short, so little time. You must not think that all of Marrakech is like the 

souk, that everyone is like the hungry children. You must return soon. We have 

much history, beautiful architecture, white sandy beaches. And you will find the 

Moroccan people very friendly, very welcoming. It is our tradition. I must give you 

something, a present, to remind you of Morocco.” 

“Really,” said Isobel, keen to bring matters to a close, “you have been too kind 

already.”  

“Sharif, a little gift for the lovely lady.” 

Sharif seemed to have anticipated his father’s command. He stepped forward, 

a ring-sized jewellery box between thumb and forefinger. 

“It is only a trinket, of no real value to some, but precious to others.” 



Sharif opened the box to reveal a blue ceramic pendant on a silver chain. 

Isobel smiled and began to say thank you but was cut short by arms encircling her 

neck. 

“Sharif will put it on for you, it is tradition,” proclaimed the older man. 

The young man’s hands travelled swiftly behind Isobel’s neck. For what 

seemed a long time, he stood in front of her, their bodies less than a foot apart, his 

forearms brushing her shoulders, as his fingers worked behind her neck to secure 

the clasp. Isobel felt the cool stone resting in her cleavage, visible at the opened 

top of her blouse. She fingered the pendant as she tried to ensure it rested on 

closed linen. 

“I wish that my gift keeps you safe from the evil eye, and that it brings you 

back to Marrakech,” said Ali, as Sharif retreated to the doorway. “But you must 

also choose something from my shop that you wish to have, something to wear 

perhaps. I have beautiful cotton and silk blouses. Kaftans also. You choose.” 

Isobel wanted to say that the rescue, the tea, the pendant, and the promised 

escort to the square were more than enough to bring her back to Morocco, but the 

need to repay a kindness weighed heavier than the need to get away.  

“This way,” said Ali, seizing on her hesitation and taking her arm, “you must 

see my special cloth, the cloth I must keep out of the sun and the dust.” And with 

that she was whisked behind a draping curtain and her head then guided down 

through a low opening more like a metal cat-flap than a door, to emerge into a 

dimly lit and cluttered stockroom.  

Cloth was no longer the prime commodity. Arranged around the walls and 

along parallel rows of shelves was a hypermarket-like selection of tourist ware: 

watches, jewellery, sunglasses, handbags, shoes, clothing, and the household 

contents of an entire village. All that was obviously missing was a live camel. 

The absence of natural light, the confined space, the silence, and the 

realization that she was with two strangers, one ahead, one behind, suddenly 

pressed in on Isobel. She bit down hard on her lower lip.  

“Please, you pick something, it is for the memory, no?”  

Despite the ambiguity in Ali’s offer, Isobel was now expected to shop; that 

was clear. The opening she’d come through was closed, and Sharif was standing 

like a praetorian guard in front of it, his legs apart and arms folded. And for all Ali’s 



geniality, the atmosphere changed as soon as the door closed behind her. Isobel’s 

insides fluttered like caged birds. Did they want her money, or did they want 

more? In the dim light their eyes seemed red and never left her body. 

“Do you have blouses?” she asked, desperate to keep the situation under 

control. 

“Many, many. What colour you like?”  

“Green. Or, or, maybe blue,” she stammered, thinking about the pendant. Ali 

handed her a selection of cotton tops, each in a clear plastic wrapper.  

Isobel sought to give her most positive eager shopper look. “Yes, maybe 

these, but I need to see them in the light.” 

“Here is light,” said Ali, gesturing all around. 

“No, I mean natural light.” 

“Green is green and blue is blue. Always same.” 

“No, I need to see them in natural light.” Isobel held the half dozen blouses, 

and the question of price had yet to raise its ugly head. Ali looked off-balance. 

“I can’t buy without proper light,” she repeated and with that, still clutching 

the blouses, she made for the door. 

“Hold these, please.” She thrust the merchandise toward Sharif. It was an 

order and he took them as Isobel pushed her way past and ducked through the 

opening.  

She needed to get back into the front of the shop before the two men could 

recover from the shock of her assertiveness. She looked around but the exit was 

concealed somewhere behind the realms of hanging drapes. Where was the way 

out? She thrashed at a few of the curtains that were beginning to envelop her, but 

was finally through.  

She resisted the urge to rush headlong into the street. She composed herself 

as the two men reappeared, their nostrils flaring in anger. 

“My husband is waiting for me. I’m sorry, I need to go. I will come back 

tomorrow.” 

Ali held out his arm, stiff like a barrier. “Do you think you can rest from the 

heat of the day and drink tea in my shop for free? Can you drink tea in shop in 

London for free? Why you think you can do it here? You steal my time, you steal 

money. It is same. You buy now. No tomorrow.” 



It was the younger man that now grabbed her arm in a determined 

sandpaper grip. 

“I’ll come back tomorrow. Now let go of my arm.” 

“You must pay now.” 

“Let go of my arm, now.” 

The older man stepped in between Isobel and the opening to the street. She 

jerked her arm free and pushed past him, fear closing around her like the 

Marrakech night.  

“You steal my time, you are thief!” Ali shouted again, but louder, thrusting the 

blouses at her. Others were closing in, drawn by the commotion, and once more 

she found herself hemmed in. Stubbled faces with swarthy complexions were 

looking at her, joining in the melee. It felt like a hundred eyes were undressing her. 

She cursed her impetuosity in storming off from Peter, of not changing out of the 

revealing top and clinging slacks, both now wet from her own perspiration. A hand 

brushed the inside of her thigh and travelled upwards. She swung around and was 

met by a shrivelled face and a leering grin, a single black and yellow tooth behind 

the thin cracked lips. “Don’t you dare touch me!” she shouted. But as she said it she 

felt more tugging, this time on her bag. 

She clasped the bag to her chest with both arms but in doing so felt her body 

more exposed, more vulnerable. Her heart pounding, she steeled herself for a fight, 

but before she could swivel around again, she sensed the threat dissipating. The 

hand on her buttock was no longer there, bodies were backing off, parting like the 

Red Sea, and faces were turning away from her. The crowd shrank to the sides of 

the stalls and was disappearing; someone was pushing through from behind, 

shouting. 

“Everything ok, darling?”  

“Peter, thank god —” 

But it was not Peter. She turned to see a tall, well-built man forcing his way 

towards her with the confident assurance of a native. She felt a protective arm 

around her shoulder, as he pulled her still shaking body close to his, his powerful 

presence both intimidating and reassuring. Only the storekeeper Ali remained in 

the confrontation.  

“You pay now,” he repeated, pushing his bundle of blouses forward. 



The man grabbed the top-most garment; he spoke in Arabic to the 

storekeeper. From Ali’s reaction, Isobel guessed it was something 

uncompromising.  

“How much?” asked the man; the shopkeeper gave his price in Arabic. The 

man pulled some crumpled notes from his pocket and pressed them into Ali’s 

hand. “Not the best time to bargain,” he quipped. 

With the exchange done, the hostile manner of the shopkeeper gave way to 

supplication. Ali returned to the smiling well-wisher Isobel had first encountered. 

She let out a long, audible sigh, her breathing easier, as the stranger led her 

towards the fading light. “Where did you come from?” she asked.  

“I don’t know,” said the man as they passed a stall of shining metal-ware, 

“someone must have made a wish, one minute I’m in this brass lamp and the next 

—” 

She burst out laughing, the tension falling from her body. “So how do we 

leave this nightmare?” she asked. 

“Come on, follow me, it’s this way — or at least I think it’s this way,” he said, 

beckoning encouragement.  

Was her rescuer all he seemed? It occurred to Isobel that she had already 

been deceived that afternoon by one smiling Samaritan. But she had little choice; 

the man took her by the hand and led her away with quick and purposeful strides, 

turning this way and that through the narrow alleys as if by instinct, into the spice 

market with its endless sacks of red saffron, golden curry, and bronze cumin, the 

aromas of mint and rose filling her senses and soothing away her fears, before 

they emerged into the square. The sky was darkening to a reddish brown, the 

orange veil which bathed the square now disappearing as the sun retreated 

beyond the horizon, along with the tourists and those who traded among them. 

From distant minarets came the wailing sound of the faithful being called to 

prayer. 

The tension and seeming danger in the souk, the heroic intervention, the 

rapid escape, all made for a strange sense of elation in Isobel. She tried not to think 

of Peter back at the hotel waiting and, no doubt, worrying. Right now she wanted 

to enjoy the moment. 



“Who do I have to thank for saving me from Ali and the forty thieves?” she 

asked, masking the strange importance she placed on knowing his name. 

“Jay, Jay Brooke.” He offered his hand and Isobel took it. His blue eyes bore 

into hers.  

“Isobel,” she offered in reply, unsure how to proceed. 

“You were quite a fighter back there,” he said. 

“Fight or flight, I suppose. You must think me very foolish to have gotten 

myself into such a mess?” 

“These things happen. Probably down to misunderstanding mostly. But a 

woman, an attractive Western woman, alone in the souk, maybe not the best idea.”  

Isobel blushed at the compliment but controlled her instinctive flirtatious 

response and settled for a simple request. “You must let me pay for the blouse.”  

“Don’t be silly, you earned it,” he replied before being cut short as a taxi 

broke from the rank, turned full circle, and pulled alongside them.  

Jay opened the rear passenger door. “Where are you staying?”  

“La Mamounia,” she said.  

Jay grinned. “Great taste. That’s where I’m staying. How long are you there 

for?” 

Isobel felt compelled to break the dream, to make it clear she was 

accompanied. 

“We’re just here for the weekend.” 

She expected him to seek clarification on who the “we” was, but he didn’t.  

“Me too. Maybe I can save you from drowning in the pool or something next 

time?”  

He made no move to close the door, and taking the hint, Isobel slid across so 

he could join her.  

He lowered his head to follow her movement. “I just need to get a couple of 

things before everything closes, lovely to have met you. Take care.”  

And with that he gave a final smile, before pushing the door closed. Was their 

brief acquaintance to be confined to and immortalised in one fleeting moment of 

chivalry? He hit the roof of the cab, signalling it to leave with the same confidence 

that seemed to permeate all his actions. And as the taxi drove away, all Isobel’s 

feelings of elation evaporated, turning to embarrassment at her rejection and 



shock at her own forwardness. She huddled into a corner and willed herself home, 

perhaps not herself at all. 
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